Provide the missing reagents:

- For reaction a, the reagents are Br and OH.
- For reaction b, the reagents are OH and Cl.
- For reaction c, the reagents are OH and OH.
- For reaction d, the reagents are OH and Cl.
- For reaction e, the reagents are OH and Cl.
- For reaction f, the reagents are OH and Cl.
- For reaction g, the reagents are OH and Cl.
- For reaction h, the reagents are OH and Cl.
- For reaction i, the reagents are OH and Cl.
- For reaction j, the reagents are OH and Cl.
- For reaction k, the reagents are OH and Cl.
- For reaction l, the reagents are OH and Cl.
- For reaction m, the reagents are OH and Cl.
- For reaction n, the reagents are OH and Cl.
- For reaction o, the reagents are OH and Cl.

Consider the retrosynthesis of the given target molecule and provide a reasonable starting material.

\[
\text{Br} \quad \text{Ph} \quad \text{\Rightarrow} \quad ?
\]